Clergy Sexual Abuse Litigation: Survivors Seeking Justice

JENNIFER M. BALBONI

“Clear and insightful.... This is a story that needed to be told, and Balboni has told it well.”
—Dan Okada, Sacramento State University

Why did victims of Catholic clergy sexual abuse wait so long to come forward, and what did their recourse to the courts finally achieve?

Jennifer Balboni explores the experiences of clergy sex abuse survivors who sought justice through the court system, highlighting the promise and shortfalls of civil litigation in providing justice. Balboni draws on cases across the country such as the landmark 2002 lawsuit against the Roman Catholic Church to show how legal procedures that focused on financial settlements overlooked the survivors’ overarching desire to see the Church publicly acknowledge its wrongdoing. Her analysis underscores the gap between public and legal perceptions of justice and gives fresh insight into the complex ways that civil litigation can transform the lives of crime victims.

Jennifer M. Balboni is assistant professor of criminal justice at Curry College.
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• Conclusions.
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